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Quality Sex Doll Suppliers looking for international importers
Asia Adult Expo (AAE) 2016 will be held on 29 - 31 August 2016 at Hong Kong Convention
and Exhibition Centre. AAE is an export oriented trade show in Asia Pacific, which aims to
provide a professional B2B platform for international buyers and suppliers to explore new
business opportunities.
“Vibrators are no doubt the bestselling products in the market, but there are more and more
sex dolls suppliers participating at AAE eager to show their quality products to the world.”
Said Mr. Kenny Lo, Chief Executive, Vertical Expo Services Company Limited. “ Adult industry
is booming and China benefits most of all thanks to customers in Japan, Korea and Turkey, 3
countries took about 15 % of the total dolls are exported to.“
Couples buy dolls as well as singletons, as couples find the dolls a safe way to introduce
another partner as there are no emotions. It’s sexual exploration without cheating. Dolls are
sometimes introduced as sexual surrogates when one partner is unable to enjoy sex, often
for health reasons, but the couples do not want outside lovers. And that’s why there is a
very high global demand on sex dolls.
Let’s get to know more about some first-time-exhibit quality suppliers:
6ye is the first brand of Dongguan Hengli 6YE Adult supplies products factory, and has been
committed to various entities (dolls, doll simulation) the design. 6YE entity Doll (6YEDOLL)
materials using imported medical research grade TPE polymer non-toxic silicone rubber
(international known as virtual skin).
Shenzhen Joy Model Doll Co., Ltd.’s high simulation toys are made of advanced Non-toxic
food grade Platinum-cure silicone materials which imported, as same as food mold silicone
and nipple silicone, designed by professionals with unique formula. All the materials are
used that make the dolls’ durability better and closer to human body more.
More quality suppliers are showcasing their best products at AAE 2016, see you all in Hong
Kong this August!
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